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SIZE OF THE POTENTIAL MARKET*

TABLE TENNIS.
FOR ALL.
FOR LIFE.

*All figures shown based on 28 key countries, whose population consists of c.65% of the world’s population

INCREASE VALUE
USA

51M

PEOPLE WITH
SOME INTEREST IN TABLE TENNIS
DEEPEN
INTEREST

CREATE
INTEREST

300 million players

JAPAN

20M

across every country on the planet.
Firmly established in Asia with many
European strongholds. Attractive growth
markets ready for development with the
Strategic Partner. Innovative new formats
and expanded international competitions.

562M
INDIA

58M

522M
920M

SHAPE THE FUTURE
OF TABLE TENNIS

CHINA

215M

A unique opportunity to enter into
a long-term, flexible partnership
with a highly innovative governing
body, unlocking its huge commercial
potential for mutual gain.

OTHERS

TABLE TENNIS FANS

178M

COMPELLING
STORIES FOR
GLOBAL MARKETS

SPORTS FANS WITH
NO CURRENT INTEREST IN TABLE TENNIS

GLOBAL REACH
OVER 400 HOURS
of dedicated TV broadcast

500 MILLION
unique viewers
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2.8 MILLION

social media followers

OVER 1,600 HOURS

of social media content generated

ENHANCED
PROFESSIONALISM
ACCELERATING
COMMERCIAL GROWTH
The creation of World Table Tennis, a
dedicated commercial rights entity, is the
critical next step in the transformation
of the sport by better structuring,
operating and marketing the sport for its
commercial partners resulting in rapid
revenue growth.

Showcasing our stars through
participation in a compelling
structure of successful and
meaningful
international
events. The development of
new local heroes to access
attractive growth markets.

TRANSPARENT AND
FLEXIBLE TENDER
PROCESS
A tender process designed to assist
bidders to develop and agree on a
business model for the long-term
benefit of all World Table Tennis
stakeholders.
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COME ON THIS

JOURNEY
WITH US

FOREWORD

STEVE DAINTON
On behalf of the International Table Tennis Federation
(ITTF), the world governing body for Table Tennis, I
would like to introduce you to our tender process to
find a Strategic Partner. The ITTF is seeking a long-term
partner to assist in delivering a revenue step change
for the sport by re-modelling the way our commercial
rights are managed from 2021.
In May 2018, the ITTF launched its first Strategic Plan
which is already guiding the future direction of Table
Tennis and the development of our sport around the
world. Our strategic priorities include:
• Creating a compelling structure of international
events;
• Improving the promotion of the sport;
• Increasing commercial revenue generated.
This opportunity provides our chosen partner with
the chance to help the ITTF achieve all three of these
priorities for mutual benefit.
Over the last two years, under our new leadership,
we have already made great progress in reshaping
these international events to unlock their commercial
potential. Working closely with leading sport business
advisors from Deloitte, we have made bold decisions
on competition structures in order to expand our
global footprint for the benefit of the sport. This pace
of change will accelerate further leading up to the new
commercial era beginning in 2021.

We are seeking a long-term Strategic Partner to help
us shape this transformation, by being a founding
partner in our new commercial entity, World Table
Tennis (WTT). It is proposed that WTT will hold all of
the ITTF’s core commercial assets. While the ITTF is
headquartered in Switzerland, it is proposed that WTT
will be operated from Singapore, providing easy access
to the Asian market.
The Commercial Rights Tender will be issued in March
and will set out the significant flexibility available to
prospective partners with regards to the commercial
models that will be considered, the properties included
and ultimately the way they are sold. Innovative models
and proposals will be welcomed.
Table Tennis is truly a global game, played competitively
by over 300m casual and competitive players. Over
500m people combined watched the 2017 & 2018 World
Table Tennis Championships across 140 countries. The
ITTF has member National Associations in every single
country globally. Our chosen partner will be presented
with an exciting opportunity to help shape the future
of Table Tennis.
I would like to thank you for your interest in the
ITTF Commercial Rights Tender and I look forward to
exploring how we can best work together in the coming
months.

STEVE DAINTON
ITTF CEO
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OVERVIEW
The ITTF has an ambitious vision to deliver
a revenue step change for the sport by remodelling the way its commercial rights
are monetised from 2021 onwards, and is
seeking a long-term Strategic Partner to
help achieve this vision.
The new partner will be key in driving
revenue increases and further building
the professionalism in Table Tennis. Our
Strategic Plan has already set out an
expectation of at least doubling current
commercial revenue by 2024, but with the
right Strategic Partner, we are confident
this target can greatly exceeded and
growth accelerated.
Significant steps have already been made
in this respect, with the tendering of all
commercial rights an important next step.
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2024

• Target to achieve comprehensive Strategic Plan objectives

2022
2021

• First expanded World Table Tennis Championships ( Team ) staged

• All current commercial rights available
• First expanded World Table Tennis Championships ( Individual ) staged

MEDIUM / LONG TERM
2019

• Creation of commercial entity World Table Tennis
• Appointment of Strategic Partner

WORLD
TABLE TENNIS
The ITTF will create World Table Tennis (WTT), a new dedicated entity
that will provide the platform for significant commercial development,
and that will be separated from the governance responsibilities of the
ITTF. WTT will hold all commercial rights from 2021 and will benefit from
the experience and expertise of ITTF’s commercial team. The Strategic
Partner will work directly with WTT.

SHORT TERM
ITTF
2018
2017

• ITTF Strategic Plan launched
• Expansion of World Table Tennis Championships
approved
• Launch of process to find a long-term
Strategic Partner

• Membership increases to 226 member National Associations, a record for
any International Federation
• Election of President, Thomas Weikert
• All commercial rights brought back in-house

STRATEGIC
PARTNER

ITTF

LONG TERM
AGREEMENT /
POSSIBLE
MINORITY
EQUITY STAKE
SHARE

FULL / MAJORITY
OWNERSHIP

WORLD TABLE TENNIS
Commercial autonomy
within agreed
framework

ACHIEVED

ROADMAP
OF PROGRESS
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COMMERCIAL
COMMERCIALRIGHTS
RIGHTS

EVENTS &
COMMERCIAL
RIGHTS
OTHER ACTIVITIES
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Played by

COMMERCIAL
POTENTIAL

over 300 million
people
worldwide

OF TABLE TENNIS
Table Tennis has many favourable commercial factors,
but these are not currently fully leveraged.
The direct commercial revenue generated by the ITTF
in 2018 does not therefore reflect the true commercial
value.

Strong presence in
high growth
Asian countries

Strong sense of

21% of the global
population
are interested in
table tennis

gender equality
and equal pay
One of highest watched
Olympic Sports
(since 1988) - with a goal of
migrating more occasional viewers
to ITTF events

– forecast annual sports
market growth of 8% over
the next five years

2.8 million fans
connected to the ITTF
via social media

One of the most
popular sports
for persons with
disabilities
All countries
represented
at the ITTF
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- provide platform for
commercial growth in
target markets

77% of fans are
under the age of 50
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JAPAN 20.3M FANS
504K PLAYERS

50.7M FANS
4.5M PLAYERS

USA

Flagship event at Tokyo 2020
Young superstars coming through

50k + fan attendance
at 2017 WTTC

GERMANY 8.6M FANS

460K PLAYERS

11.7M FANS
764K PLAYERS

S.KOREA 9.8M FANS

FRANCE

Table Tennis participation
has grown 91.5%
since 2014

878K PLAYERS

Host of 2020 WTTC
Historic North/South
combined team
at 2018 WTTC

HUNGARY
Budapest will host
the 2019 WTTC

CHINA 215M FANS

110M PLAYERS

BRAZIL

500m combined TV viewers
for 2018 & 2017 World Table Tennis
Championships (Team and Individual)

Young star Hugo Calderano
is driving increased interest

NIGERIA

Sold out crowds at Nigeria Open on
the back of Nigeria Sportsman of
the year Quadri Aruna.

SINGAPORE

Commercial HQ of ITTF

GLOBAL GAME
Table Tennis drew 291 million viewers across 140 different countries
in 2018, with World Tour events held across the globe and the 2018
World Table Tennis Championships held in Sweden.
Table tennis is already strongly established in many large and
attractive territories, and has as-yet untapped potential in several
rapidly growing sports markets including India, Brazil and the USA.
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AUSTRALIA 3.1M FANS

65K PLAYERS

Australian Open event is
growing in popularity

INDIA 57.7M FANS

3.8M PLAYERS

Next big growth market
Gold Medals at
Commonwealth Games
and two medals at the
Asian Games 2018 highlight
improving elite performance
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THE

FEATURES OF A SUCCESSFUL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

OPPORTUNITY

ITTF AND THE STRATEGIC PARTNER
ITTF
• Extensive commercial rights will be put
in a separate commercial vehicle World
Table Tennis

• Ability and experience in growing
sports properties

• Strong, long-term partnership that
will welcome significant input from the
Strategic Partner

• Experience
of
working
with
International sporting properties

• A highly flexible approach

• Passion and commitment to the growth
and professionalization of the sport

• Strong presence in key markets

STRATEGIC PARTNER

THE COMMERCIAL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

SPONSORSHIP RIGHTS
• Global exposure
• Provides access to 		
attractive Asian markets
• Opportunity and flexibility for
non-traditional innovative
sponsorships across all mediums

From 2021 all commercial
rights to all major international
ITTF properties will be available
and the ITTF want to re-model
the way in which these rights
are monetised.
The ITTF is flexible on how the commercial
terms are structured in a long-term agreement
between WTT and the Strategic Partner,
including consideration of an possible minority
equity stake in WTT.
The ITTF are making all significant commercial
rights available as part of this tender, and are
open to suggestions on how these rights are
best packaged, marketed and sold/operated.
Innovative approaches from bidders are
encouraged.
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MEDIA RIGHTS
• 400 hours of TV content produced
yearly
• TV distribution in 146 countries
• Demographic suited to new
OTT revolution
• Major opportunity for new TV
innovations to increase value

DIGITAL, SOCIAL
AND TV ADVERTISING
INVENTORY
• 2.8m fans through ITTF social media
platforms
• Proven appetite for streamed
content
• OTT platform, itTV, already proven
• ITTF website generated over 13m
hits during 2018

GAMING AND DATA
RIGHTS
• 10,000+ yearly professional matches
• Attractive to existing large Asian
betting markets, with huge potential
for opening markets including USA
and India

PLAYERS
• Managing top players commercial
rights
• Having influence on developing
players in key commercial growth
markets

EVENT HOSTING
RIGHTS
• New operating models to have more
control to events in key financial
markets

LICENSING RIGHTS
• Identification of commercial partners
to establish revenues
• Establishment of table tennis e-sports
game
• Creation of merchandising strategy
around the ITTF and events

FUTURE PRODUCTS
• WTT to adopt an innovative approach
to the development of new products
to drive commercial revenue

CSR
• Corporate social responsibility
activities complimenting global
partners.
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EVENTS

ITTF WORLD TOUR

& OTHER ACTIVITIES
The two most valuable properties to be developed by
WTT are the annual World Table Tennis Championships
and the World Tour.

The ITTF World Tour is already sizeable but has significant scope to expand to more countries /
continents and to larger global cities. The Strategic Partner will be central to such developments.
In addition to the marketing of the World Tour, WTT will play an important role in the operation of the
World Tour events, working closely with all stakeholders to deliver consistent high quality experiences
for commercial partners. The WTT will have the necessary resources and experience to ensure
professionalism in all aspects of the World Tour, with a structure that respects the traditions of the
sport whilst better showcasing its stars - the players – who will in turn share in its success.

WTT will have the authority to reshape the World Table Tennis Championships’
commercial rights and the entire format of the World Tour to drive growth for
the good of the sport.

ITTF
World Tour
Grand Finals

6
6
11
6

ITTF WORLD TABLE TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS

ITTF
Challenge Tour
Events
+
Challenge Plus Tour
Events

The staging of annual World Championships, first held in 1926 and alternating between Individual and
Team Championships, provides the sport with a valuable annual showcase finals event.
The Championships are already global events, but the reformed structure commencing in 2021 will
further expand their reach and drive commercial growth.

NOW

WHERE?

2021 ONWARDS

Iconic host cities from Asia and Europe

Greater competition for hosts from all
continents

70 countries representing 75%+ world
population

80%+ of countries; all continents to be
represented at the finals

8 days (April/May)

Extensive series of events spanning 6+
months, leading to finals of 10+ days

LOCATIONS

WHO?
PARTICIPATION

WHEN?
DURATION

HOW?

ITTF
World Tour
Platinum Events
+
Major Events

11/13

events held in
Europe or Asia

c. 4,500 matches
hours
>5,000 broadcast
across 2016 & 2017
c. 4,500 matches

The ITTF has been working with T2 Diamond to put on an innovative series of
events aimed at increasing the value of the global table tennis market. The ITTF
is collaborating with T2 in 2019 and 2020 to test new innovations and they may,
should the series prove successful, be integrated into the ITTF’s event series.

OTHER PROPERTIES
The ITTF is flexible regarding the inclusion or exclusion of other ITTF properties within World Table
Tennis. These may include:
A new and innovative form of table tennis,
designed to be played anywhere and
targeted at engaging a new generation of
table tennis players.

Consists of a series of professional events
for players aged 40 and over; over 5,000
people play in the annual Veterans
Championships.

Expanded narrative
Focus on later stages / key matches

All finals matches available live and
produced to high standards

The ITTF World Junior Circuit is the only regular table tennis tour for upand-coming stars to gain valuable experience. The 2018 circuit was split into
three tiers of events: four Golden events, seven Premium events, and fifteen
Regular events.

BROADCAST
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Commercial rights
tender document
released, which includes:
• Commercial inventory
available

Phase 1 bid submission
that will include:

• Competition operating
models
• Prosed business models
(with high degree
of flexibility)

MARCH TENDER BID DOCUMENTS

• Proposed business model

21-28 APRIL

• Governance framework
• Detailed bid process

• Vision for WTT

• Opportunity to visit the
WTTCs and meet with the ITTF

WORLD TABLE TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS,
BUDAPEST

APRIL

BIDDER QUESTIONS
& DISCUSSIONS

5-7 MARCH

• Commercial offering
• Global capabilities

MAY

PHASE 1 BID SUBMISSION

JULY PHASE 2 FINAL BID SUBMISSION
OCTOBER STRATEGIC PARTNER ANNOUNCED

JUNE NEGOTIATION PERIOD WITH SHORTLISTED BIDDERS

SPORTEL ASIA

TENDER
PROCESS
OVERVIEW
In order to express your interest in receiving future tender
documentation immediately upon release, please go to
https://www.ittf.com/2021-commercial-rights-tender
and complete the Expression of Interest form.
The tender process is being supported by the Sports Business Group
at Deloitte. If you have any queries related to the tender process
please contact the Deloitte team at ittf2021tender@deloitte.co.uk.
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DISCLAIMER
This document has been prepared by the ITTF with support from the Sports Business Group at Deloitte
solely for informational purposes of the appropriate audience (not appropriate for someone deemed
to be categorised as a Retail Client as per the UK’s Financial Conduct Authorities’ Categorisation rules)
and intended recipient. If you believe you have received this document in error please contact the ITTF
immediately by post - Avenue de Rhodanie 58, 1007 Lausanne, Switzerland or via email – ittf2021tender@
deloitte.co.uk.
This document does not constitute or form part of an offer or invitation, or a solicitation of any offer,
for the purchase or acquisition of securities or any interest in a company and no legal relations shall be
created by its issue. The information set out in this document will not form the basis of any contract and
should not be relied on in relation to any contract or commitment. The issue of this document shall not
be taken as any form of commitment on the ITTF to proceed with any negotiations or any transaction
in connection with the proposed tender. The ITTF reserves the right to amend, replace or cancel this
document at any time, and undertakes no obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional
information.
To the extent permitted by law, ITTF or its respective affiliates, advisers, partners, employees or advisers
explicitly will not be liable for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage suffered by any person
and/or entity as a result of relying on any statement in or omission from this document or in any other
information or communications in connection with the proposed tender. In no circumstances will the
ITTF or any of its representatives, officers, affiliates, subsidiaries, employees or advisers be responsible
and liable for any costs or expenses incurred by any interested parties in connection with the appraisal
or investigation of the proposed tender or arising out of the evaluation of information contained in this
document.
The information contained herein is preliminary, has been prepared to assist interested parties in making
their own analysis of the proposed tender and does not purport to contain all the information that such
interested parties may desire. This document includes information that the ITTF believes to be reasonable,
but the ITTF makes no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained
herein. In all cases, interested parties should conduct their own investigation and analysis of the subject
matter of the proposed tender. Neither the receipt of this document by any person and/or entity, nor
any information contained herein or supplied herewith or subsequently communicated in written,
electronic or oral form to any person and/or entity in connection with the analysis of the proposed tender
constitutes, or shall be relied upon as constituting, the giving of investment advice by the ITTF to any
such person and/or entity. There is no representation, warranty or assurance of any kind, express or
implied, that the projections in this document are reasonable or will be realised. The actual results could
vary from the projections contained herein, and such variations that may arise could be material.
This document is not to be taken as constituting the giving of, investment advice by the ITTF or any of its
professional advisers. This document is not to be taken into or distributed in the United States or to any
U. S. person or an individual/ Entity that would be deemed to be a Retail Client under the UK Financial
Conduct Authorities rules with regards to Categorisation and suitability. This Teaser is only appropriate
for an Individual / Entity that would be deemed Professional.
Copyright © 2019 the ITTF and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
The ITTF registered address is at Avenue de Rhodanie 58, 1007 Lausanne, Switzerland.

SOURCES
All figures included in this document have been provided by ITTF unless otherwise stated, specifically:
- Broadcast viewers, unique viewers and hours televised from
CSM [various reports]
- Followers, fans and players by country from
Nielsen [Understanding Table Tennis Fans 2019]
- Forecast growth of Asian sports market from
PWC [Sports Survey 2018]

